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Gerald Dorset

REMEMBER EDNA

Ib vou releJlber, F.dna.,
how father talkErl of caruso,
his harrls wide open like a ham
actor plaving Ibn Tenorio
and lvi... strict he was with
table manners?
He might have been a count or an
overseer in the steopes of the Old
Country but he has-never seen the sea.
The ocean must have overwhelmed him
with its liquid vastness, upheavals
and how he must have woed rnarrma in Poston.
I rananber when you first carte
how much he tried to impress you, and
how much that made rnarrma jealous. He
always -dressed so well, even when 'We had
00 rroney I but I1Dst of the time he did
oothing except talk of the bright future
"Ibn I t live like a Buddhist m:mk" he I d say,
Arrl he never did oothing I all his life.
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Gerald Dorset

P'R(X;ESSION

A million rrourners abreast
march after this. ,huge white urn
full with the ashes of i:w:) billion
men, \\Of:1en arrl children.
The marchers are chanting together,
"It was our fault, it was our fault! "
It is their obssession.
The urn is set on a pedestal
on wheels drawn by a million mice.
They feel close to the rrourners
and whisper arrong thenselves,
lIftx)r things, they killed thanselves.
It wa~ inevitable."
The marchers feel they sh:>uld do
s::.roething, make a ges1::ure but they
can I t agree on the definition and
the purp:>se.

6
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Jim Huskey

ABANOONED CHILDREN
My parents wanted to live alone, or rather,
'i'o be deserted by their offspring. They

Liva:1 in the fear that one of us w:>u1d cheat
My brother was
The stronger one, rebelled against their dreams.
He drank and svare and STOked and ehased arourrl,
Though rrostly he stayed loyal and at h::rne.
But I, the crueler one, heard all they said,
And being rrore obedient, I obliged.
Them of their joy and pain.
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MeR. Hutcheson

BASTILLE

The square stones encircle me
in this place
this sanctuary

this death

The city is ashen at dawn
mists rise fran the river
li.1.;:.e wisps of eroke
like a gaping J:x:xiy r s trace
in the cold surgeon r S quarters
In narrow ways ~the crowd stirs
before the people awake
the rutted barren earth
contracts, dilates, convulses
bringing forth the wind
I an no strange oroohet of exile and decav.
I sit at my table and drink my wine
until the blade or I hang susperrled,
until these walls shudd.er and fall. rnv breath
trickling am:mg them.
It must be so. It is this trine
6f Mars, the harpies, serre whore
that has led me here
and sends the 1h'ell-rorn fleeing
like milkweed before a stonn.
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cynthia Cahn

RED CIAY

Splatter me flat on your lx>ard,
pull my b.llk down twangm;,
across taut wire, purrmel out
air pockets, make your fm;,ers
roots, claws, frenzied. w:>l:ms
in my gut. Frien:i, I took color
eons before blOJd
burgeoned in an anirna.l
heart, I can take thi::> too. W'rm;, ash
travs fran me, petals, plates,
mats, gargoyles I bDwls, a writhe
of lovers: rrore sha.pes in me lie
wrapped than your straining
brain can pull
to light.

Pitch me onto your

wheel, tuJm me, knead

glaze me, bake Ire, do it
do it do it till your stained hands
crack and the final designs

Ire,

fall fran your eyes:
my russet heart will mId
fast when the lase -of your veins

muse dust.
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Thomas Dorsett

WINl'ER SCENE

Black birds on remains of lawns
gather u.nCI.er barren oaks
where a thin man scatters crumbs.

vlind dies; snow falling-.
tb one else for miles except
two strangers: tired, cold,
I I ve reacherl the old man feerlim Cro\t-!s.
Thev flyaway. I snilei he grins-
Neither of: us sayS a WJrd.
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Sharon Barrett

QX)DBYE 'IO JORGE

So you are going to Eolivia
Ba.ck to the peace that reigns in name only
Pran your Andean hills
Your IlO\IDtains
Steeoed in bloodv }:;order wars
And revolutions~

Pack your dreams with care
And know they may- rot fit
v1hen 'IOU unfold then fran )lOur bags.
'1'he old man' s voice cracks rDW
And the flute he carved fran longing for a child

Lacks breath..
Everyday- ·the colonels spread
The people I s bread with toads and claim

The southern cross is made of brass.
They III shave )lOur head you know.
v1hy do you go? 'lb feed the JX>Or
~rted pranises?
Then go! Before I spend )lOur rope
On a:na.ller wars
Here in nxxns that ecro only fear of height
Here 'iNhere I, prair:ne rom
Must use old thread to weave new clothes.
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John Gerlach

GRANDFATHER TREE

--There was a roy, said X, wrose grarrlfather became
a tree.
--.cJ'1/ said Y.
--In ~.ay Grarrlfather ~uld drop fuzzy green strings
on the lawn. They looked like a hurrlred bright g;L€e11
~nns.
In the fall Grarrlfather turned red arrl gold.
Sorn.etmes the roy \\Quld wake at night arrl go to the
wirrlow arrl see that Grarrlfather had walked out into
the middle of the road.
--A tree in the middle of the road?
--The rov, said X, oouldn It urrlerst:ar..d whai: had haP
pened to the grarrlfather wtc used to read him canics
and sweeten the rcx:::rn with his pioe. During- -the
night the roy ~uld lead his grarrlfather back to the
lawn. During t.he day he left crackers, nuts, arrl a
rowl of soup on a plate with a glass of milk by- the
tnmk. Squirrels-ate the nuts, arrl se.met:irres the roy
~uld fin::l flies or ants or leaves in the milk, so he
stopped leaving food. Alth:>ugh he 'Wl'mted Grarrlfather
to cone back in the muse, he urrlerstood that Grarrl
father was m\Vout on the lawn. The cat clawed. up the
old fellow an::l slept in his upper branches, birds sat
on him a.rrl sang. The roy wished only that Grarrlfather
~uld stay with him.
He didn't like leaving him out
in the rain.
--Grarrlfather warrlered often from the lawn?
--Never far, so they- knew he wanted to be brought
back. He was like a man unable to sleep. During the
day the roy ~uld sit on the roots by the trunk as. he
had on his grarrlfather I s knee. Grarrlfather had once
read to him, so mw-he read to Grarrlfather. Some
times he Id put the rook aside, believing he heard
C'u-andfather speak, but the oourrl 'I,olaS only the hum
of an airplane, a neighlx>r I s door, a ressing car.
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--Tell of the grarrlfather before he was a tree.
--He was a tall man, taller than his own son, the
father of the toy. He had cheeks and hands of a
man eroded by time. He'd lost rrost of his .had.r.:,
but rone of his senses. Even the father still
looked lID to him.
--occunation before retirement?
-....('..aroenter. 'The houses around them Grandfather
had huilt forty-years earlier. He had told the
tov al::out the: raw hillsides, the mud on his-l:x::x:>t$;
the crain nipes, foundations, struts, roans
E'!rerging toard by mard, the houses going up
one by--one. As an older man he had built cabinets,
l:::eds, tables, chests. He would talk to the toy
al::out the need to build. He ranaubered working
on the other houses, but he could rot ranauber
if he">ever worked on the particular one they were
living in.
--'Ii plain and prais6\Orthy -man. Any romance in his
life?
--Once when he was toating on a river with a young
a:mpanion they \'Jere hailed by·two young ladies on
the bank whJ said, "yoo_h:x:>, toys, yoo-h::xJ."
He and he....and his~ friend pulled over and gave them
a-'ride in their l::oat.
--This was romance?
--He rrarried one of them. She became the rrother of
the father in this story, and of course, the
gra.n.dm::>ther of the toy. The grandfather as you see
was rot with::mt ranance in his life.
-t..rnt did Grandrrother think of Grandfather be
caning a tree?
--The qrandrrother died several years l:efore. Per
haps that's what he was doinq in the middle of the
road, lookil'lq' for her. The toy would lead him
back to the lawn and ao hack UDstairs to b2d.
--Did winters nresent'any difficulties?
--He ,faced. them like any tree. He lost his leaves.
Srow settled on him and' ice raised his bark. He
had only sering to look forward to.
Published by DOCS@RWU, 1983
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John Gerlach

--Did anyone see Grarrlfather ~ a tree?
-~e rrorning the rother ~t up to his roan to call
him to breakfast. His oatmeal and toast were gettina
oold. She walked up the stairs with fear in every
sten, since he had been sick for so many years arrl
she had long dreaded the rrorning when he ~uldn t t
came down at all. Heart pou:nd.ing, she opened the
door. NJ Grarrlfather. She believed he t d slept in
the bed because the oovers were thrown back as if
he had recently risen. She called out, searched
the other roans on the floor, arid then went back
into his roan to look again. The window was open,
and the sun streamed in the roan rot directly as it
always· had, but in shifting patterns, .as if h'Ul'rlreds
of fingers were casting shadows,~on the wall. She
took in a breath of the fresh arrl fragrent Spring air
arrl outside the windows "sfie saw the branches of a
tree. There had never been a tree outside the window
refore.
--:Had Grandfather anticipated bec:oInirJg' a tree?
:Had "he ever desired to walk out into the sun arrl
reach up leafy fingers?
--The night before the breeze came through the
window-, the old man played checkers with the roy. He
ate h:n1anade vegetable soup and listened to the radie-.:
No one oould rE!IlE!1lber that anvthing he said was
unusual. They presumed the change was as much a
surprise to him as everyone else.
--How had Grarrlfather spent his time With- the roy?
--He ~uld sit patiently and listen to the roy read.
Ants crawled over him, but his skin had hardened
to the :r:oint 'Where he oouldn t t feel the :bruShiNg' of
their tiny feet.· The cat used him to get directlv
to the second floor. The old man oould still feel
thirst arrl was grateful when it rained. In the
nights, except 'When he found himself in the middle
of the road, he was grateful for the rest. He
was grateful too for the roy bringing him- back
to the lawn.

14
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John Gerlach

- I mean '!lhat the grarrlfather did with the ooy before
he became a tree.

-The grarrlfather

\~uld

tell the ooy stories aOOut

how the cat put on seven-league l:x::xJts arrl journeyed

to far places. He IDuld read canics to the ooy, then
get down on the floor arrl let the ooy ride him. The
ooy IDuld dig his heels into him to make him go faster.
Or sametirres the ooy IDuld sit on his lap and bang
on his bald head.
--After the grarrlfather became a tree, didn I t
the father want to interest the ooy in other thin:ls,
have him play tag with the other little fellows on
the block, go out for a swim?
--The ooy did thJse things. He was far fran discon
solate. He had Grarrlfather to sit with in the
evenings.
--It seans to me, said Y, the ooy IDuld forget arout
his friends arrl spend !tOre arrl !tOre time with the tree.
The father IDuld beo:::rne a:mcerned. As the ooy spent
!tOre and rrore', tirre at his grarrlfather's trunk, the
father IDuld grON distraught. The ooy's plaJllTlCites
IDuld a:rne arrl beg him to join than in baseball,
skating, or games involving imaginary rrassacres of
whole tribes of nrimitive oeoole, all activities
healthier for a child thari sitting under an old rran
sho had becane a tree. The father, with the excuse
that this or that suJx.X>sed disability in the old
rran's upper reaches dem:mded attention, invited tree
surgeons. They came with white rrasks arrl chain sawa.
The ooy instantly saw through the ruse, screamerl and
pleaded, arrl attached himself to the leg' of one of
than. The surgeon igrored the ooy entirely and
\Vent arout his business with the saw, dragging the
ooy along with him. The other surgeons cl:i.mbed into
the tree arrl J::egan their IDrk. The whine of saws
was hideous. Grarrlfather' s llinbs fell, exr:osing
fresh white insides. Chunks of him were piled up
aM cartffi away. The toy witnessed all. His father
tried to pry him fran the leg of the surgeon who was
busy with the fallen llinbs, but the ooy clung to him
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arrl mu:mrured pitoously, draggi.rg his ha.rrls through
p::.lOls of saw:iust. The surgeons sawed the tree off
at the roots, arrl the trunk lay in sections like a
sliced wiener. The toy sat on the stump arrl sobbed.
Overwhelmed by guilt, the father assured hlm that
Grarrlfather v.ould be made into tables, chairs,
bureaus, desks, even a great clock with bells for
the ha.llway with great sweepin:; hands arrl a
tht:nnpi.rg pen::lulum as grarrl as a heart. He v.ould
become the furniture of their lives and they v.ould
have hlm always. One great final sob clutched the
rov's heart arrl he died on the sttmlP.
-lb surgeons carne. His limbs were untouchoo.
He stoodvmole, the hreeze lifting his leaves while
the tov read to him. He was content.
--lb surgeons, then? ,'lhatever became of t.he roy?
--He studied history, taught in a universitv, arrl
raised a fam±ly of his own. His father is dead,
buried in the usual way. By croice his rrother has
gone to a nursin:; h:me, arrl her son arrl family
visit her often. She is ill row,' arrl rot e:x:pected
to live much lon:;er.
--And. Grarrlfather?
--Fixed to the srot. He ro lon:;er warrlers. The SlID
that a:xnes over the rooftops firrls him silent. v1hat
I1lE!1.'Ories he had are locked in v.:ood.
--I see, said Y. Grarrlfather sleeps.
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Sheryl L. Nelms

crystaline percussion
I love the sourrl
of snow
falling
those fat flakes
flopping down thick
on tree limbs
arrl roof tops
arrl cement sidewalks

the tiny tinkle of
crystal clusters
cracking
as they hit
hard

then pile up
soft
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Michael Hood

STRAWBERRY LADY
(:f?:aynham)

Black-gray uncared hair
N.J teeth an:i tongue-tip lisp

Nide an:i direct dark eyes
Honesty in her full face
Whistle and key aroun::1 neck
Open red winter coat in June
House:'lress lorg and blan:i
lDwer leg skin pigmentation
Huskey feet in house slippers
Sincerity in her voice.
I 'm easy. I like her.
N.J pretension. N.J shame.
She is wha.t she sells:
heart-shaped fruit of seed.
I go for the rergain
of having tY.D in buyirg one,
and enjoyirg roth equally
in my thoughts and actions
in the tilted front seat
of my pary~ car in the rain.
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SI'REE'I' PUlSE

(Fall River)
In pectoral T-shirts
In COchise headbarrls
In tight dungarees with bulge,
tw:::> young men on the corner
follow the car-peel ootlIrls
. with bJdy IIOves arrl talk,
and then ease their way
over to the young w:rnen
sIDuldered against the wall
of the N:lrth End. variety store.
They see themselves as stud-cool,
and the you:n.g ~ receive than,
hip dropoed with slight belly-bend
and blouse-blcx:::m open erough
to satisfy t.'e spring seaoon
they :teel iHside thanselves'.
Across the street
tw:::> children in the park
stroke their shared puppy
and watch and listen and learn.
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REUNION
you arrived liJ~e sh::>otil'lg stars in the night
from light years away.
words fell awkwardly fran rigid lips
frozen in smiles.
looking for cameras, exchanging prDtos;
histories of the past year spent here arrl there
but never together. smiling at all the fun not shared.
grabbing for possessions you'd never seen;
trophies to flaunt, syml::ols of success taken for granted-
in the shape of a rose covered Tiffany lamp.
like loving after a layoff, the thrill dashed by in a flutter.
eye contact finally made announcing the illness of a friend;
facades meltinq in E!TDtion like the ice shrinking in our drinks.
at first, new opinions are gift wrapoed presents offered gingerly
until acceptEd., arrl overtures are exnresse0. then
without fear of STlashinc:r mirrors.
the vears have magnified our equivilance,
or maybe just washed our differences away
like ~ne ridges sn:x:>thed by the tide.
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hearts :r;:ourrling let v.ords travel in a new guise of arotion.
at depa.rture, watching you drive away,
I stand empty·as a cavern, drained as a limp rag,
realizing someday, light years w.:i:ll seem close in aJlTI!?1ITison
arrl v.oeful Il1Ef(l)ries will be wrapped. tightly in regrets
the distance wasn't travelled nore often.

IV
I--'
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victoria Garton

AlONE 'l'(X;EI'HER

He crosses the thatch of old stalks
leaving her alone where the creek
breaks the flow of sunlight
and a smrt fall of water
p::>urs frcrn an earthen pitcher.
Earlier, he might have waited,
v.oven her hand into his
and led her to a quick ranp
on the winter weary grass.
Earlier, they might have sat
over the creek on extended sandstone
and a single bird's call
might have opened the air
and let them through.
But oow thev never lived that sunc'loa love
and 00\<7 he \'Jalks ahead
.'
and she rroves in a later t:i.roe
when alone she will oause
~ere a creek breaks the flow of Sunlight.
She will remember this time
the~do oot share
as a tjm; they were tOgether.
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victoria Garton

"And he carre face to face with the paradox,
a w::man tot am cold. n
DRAWIN:; OUT HEAT

He is-small now,
rovish in his nakedness •.
He jumps in am out
of a susperrled marionette,
earning her laughter.
She lies on the sheet

in toneyed light,
her ham on her skin
a toney sof!ick
drawing out heat.
In that heat he again pants,
but she las curled for sleep,
their pampered, milk-fed 'cat.

There is no laugh~
fran the iced man
staring fran the mirror.
He picks up his pants am shirt,
dresses bv the wirrlow.
v'!hen she awakens
niqht P.as entered the roan
and she is cold.
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William Newberry

S:m:;uLAR EPISODE

cast away together
On an islarrl
Miles fran smre, I drearred
We knew

That one of us must swim the strait
Or mth w:::mld starve.
You smiled:

I have nore fat on me

Than you do-

Besides, the sea I s my element.
But I th:mght you looked
Slerrler as a crane
Stripped
And pushing a dry -lCXJ
In front of you.
I watched. the mbbing speck
That was your head
'rill I could see m nore:

Let those whJ fear the sea
Rarain alone.
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Michael Daugherty

A PlACE 'JO SLERP

DarknEss was dawning over the 'Vr.i.ndv nountain
larrlscane that we were a part of. It had reen a rot
arrl sunny aftern::::xJn, but :row we were thankful that 'Vle
had cl1a.rl9'ed into heavier clothes because it was get
ting cold. Menacing clouds now loomed on the other
side of the Great Gulf, nounting the flanks of MJunt
Washington. I sat on a rock, glad to have shed my
overloaded pack. I watched the wind sifting through
Beth I s long brown hair as she stood in silence,
observing the clouds. Her face was hidden from me,
but I could imagine the calm serene look that she
often wore. For a IrOJ.Tent the clouds on M::lunt
Washington broke apart just erough to catch a glimpse
of the observatory on top. It was obscured as quickly
as it had become visable. Beth continued to gaze
in thoughtful silence.
Jane was on the grourrl, covering her badly
blistered heel with noleskin. Her new boots were
stiff arrl. rot broke-in, so as the day wore on her feet
had slowly beccme nore arrl. nore painful. Despite the
pain, she haem I t said anything for fear that we
might slow the pace up for her. During the course of
the day, her hiostrap had broken, puttin::r the entire
\<lE!iqht of her pack on her shoulders. This made it
even tougher for her to make it un the "t:wJ rrountains
we had climbed that dav. !bw we were on the sine of
!'bunt .Jefferson, won::ie..ring if \ve smuld (1() on, or
retreat into the nearest ravine. I knew we could do
it, hut I didn 't k:rnw if the dark imr:osinq clouds
t'.ould rrove over the Presidential Ridge. If "7e were
anyWhere on the ridge arrl. a storm hit, we would he
in bad shape. There was no shelter al::ove timberline,
arrl. if we climbed far emugh, it would be a far
hike back to any trees tall enough to provide
shelter • Darkness was creeping in arrl we were unfam
iliar with any of the trails we might have to take.

26
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Michael Daugherty

It slowlyoccured to me that it ~uld be foolish
to go for a third nountain. Wasn't two emugh
for one day? I tb:::mght so, buy I YaBn' t sure alx>ut
what the girls tlnught. The Sl..lltIoor was alnost over
arrl there ~d be few chances for us to do any
rrrire trips together.
As I watched the clouds and darkness noviI'lg' in,
I found. my drive to nove on guickly fadiI'lg'. I was
hooing that Jane and Beth ~e feeliI'lg' the saIre.
'T11e way Beth had been watchiI'lg' tlnse clouds she
oould easilv be thinking similar tlDughts. It's
always ha.rd to guess what a auiet person like
Beth is thinking though.
"T.OOse clouds over there look kirrla like they
might wanna c:x::ne over here and rain on us." I said
slowly, waitiI'lg' to see what kind of resp::>nse my
partners ~uld give.
Jane sp::>ke while she was pulliI'lg' a 1:x::lot over
her sore foot. nYea, and it IS startiI'lg' to get a
little dark."
I rvdded. tlPretty, isn't it?"
~'Let I S take a look at the map" Beth quietly
sa.id. I lifted myself fran my canfortable seat
on a rock and stiffly st.roCl.e over to my pack that
was leaning on a sign rnarkiI'lg' the three-way inter
section of trails. I reached into the top p:x::ket and
pulled out the detailed topographical map that we
deperrled on. I spread it out over a rock and found.
where we ~e: a dip in the Presidential Ridge,
partway up Mount Jefferson. I looked back over the
distance we had oovered today. It was oonsiderable.
I oould feel it in my legs and feet now that I
stood 1:xJwed. over the map. My upper thighs felt as if
they had been beaten gently With a basel:all bat.
I imagined that jane and Beth felt exhausted
now, too. I admired their strength. I w::m.:1ered if
Beth might also have blisters, but was either too
stuhtOnl, or lazv to stop arrl take care of them.
"How do vou feel?" I asked her.
"Good," she answered. Then as an afterthought
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she adde:i, "But then again, my leers are sore, mv reck's
rubbing, I'm exhausted, arrl I'm dvin:1 of thirst an1
hunqer. Aside fran that I feel pretty g0::x3.. I rrean •••
it's really beautiful up here. I'm qlad that I'm
spen:Unq mY saturday night up here rather th..an drinking
beer at sane partv down there."
"Yep, same here," Jane agreed.
liMe too, It I answered, "But I oould sure go for
a oold beer right oow. II
Beth added, "I oould go for a oold anything
right oow." We had finished the last of our oold
water al:Dut an mur earlier, expecting to find a
spring at the intersection we were stopped at.
Unfortunately, the spril'lg" indicated on the map had
dried up, so v;e had 00 water. I rem.irrled myself
oot to corrg;>letely trust the map again~ I learned
my lesson the hard way, as usual. In the meantime,
tmugh, we had 00 water arrl we had to depend on the
map to fim a way out of the situation.
"Let IS oot go for the top," I said, reassured
that they WJuldn't be too heartbroken.
Beth srililed arrl said "N:>, let's not."
Jane sighed. Starrlil'lg" 00'''', she took on a
serious expression and jokingly asked in a sarcastic
tane of voice "All right rtJW, row do v;e get out of
this place?"
"Nell," I said, looking at the IllciO. "It doesn't
look too far down the Ravine of Castles. VIe could
hike dOWl'l.' that trail until we hit the river and fim
a nice-olace to camp."
"That sourrls gcx:x1" Beth stated, "but it looJr:s
fair1v steep on the map."
I looked at the contours squeezed toc:ret.'!-)er that
reoresented the ravine T,'le WJuld travel down. 'f1hev
did look steep. It was also the closest way out of
the alpine tundra. It was the rrost direct route any
way_ The only other options were to either climb over
M::>unt Jefferson, or double back over Adams, which was
out of the question. I looked again at the tight
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contours. "Ab, it w::>n't be anyth.ing we can't
harrlle. It's probc'lblv only a mile or so down to
the river.' Within an" rour" -we!'ll be sippin:;; tea at
our camnsite d.o'v7l1 there."
"Great!" Jane said enthusiasticallv. We
seerred to get a 1:x:ost of energv·' reck as we
heftej Qur oacks. We were suddenly ~attractej to the
idea of findinq a place to camp, g~ttin:;; sc.&:Te rot
food inside us, ani I yin:;; down to sleep.
Beth started to lead the way down the trail,
Jane a few feet behind. I stoppect to tie my
1:x:otlace. vJhat were brightly colored laces one day
earlier, were row ro::i:led, frayed ani abusErl. This
oothered me in a stran:;;e way. It suddenly occured
to me that the~wilderness -can really batter sane
thin:;; that does rot belon:;; there. Foreign objects
can sanehJw just get chewed up ani spit out for the
simple reason that they do rot belon:;;. I quickly
sh::xJk off this stran:;;e tOOught. -ani stood up,
realizin:;; that it had becane dark. Nighttime had
slowly crept up, and then snuck in when 00 one was
looking. I shmlbled down the trail, hopin:;; to see
the girls arourd the corner. There was 00 sign of
then, so I hurrie:i, stumbling over rocks I couldn't
see. "They've gotta be down here a bit further."
I thought to mvself. "They can't rrove that fast. "
I hurrie:i even rrore, then came to a flat rock where
the trail seemed to enCl.. There was 00 marker in
siqht.
I stopned, realizing that sc.&:Tething was wrong.
"Fey, XO'l guys!" I srouted. I heard oothinq
at all, rot even my own ecro. '!he darkened rocks
and clackness of the niaht seemed to absorb all
sourrl. "Jane!" I called. "Beth!" I felt my
heart beatinq madly.
"
I started running UP the trail, doing pretty
well for scmeone loaded down with a heavily-loaded
pack. the adrenalin was still flowin:;; hard when I
got back to the si9nf:x:>st at the intersection.
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I saw 'Where I had gone wrong. There was arother path
going in the same general direction. v1hat I had
taken was probablY. just a well ~rn side :path that
hikers took for the view. "Stupid trails aren't
marked like they should be," I thought, rationalizing
my- mistake. At other times I ~uld argue that there
are too manv markers and. things to clutter un the
rrountains.
I headed down the right trail, joqgi:n.q. I could
hear the muffled rrovanent of pans and. clothes bJuncina
UD and. down in mv pack.
That was all I could hear
though, silll m sign of Jane.-' or Beth. After aOOut
a minute of jogginq, I s~1ed down when I saw their
figures in -the darkness. They were seated on a rock
next to a trail sign.
I walked briskly down to than, irrrrensely relieved.
I felt the sweat begin to evap)rate fran my back as
I stoppErl. in front of the girls. They- didn't seem to
think that anything out of the irdinary had happened.
They probably assumed that I was taking my- time.
"Take our the InCl.p, Mick. Which trail do v,;e take?"
Jane asked.
A surge of dizziness cam:: over me, but I tried mt
to show it. They couldn't tell anyway. I mean it was
really :lark.
I swung my -pack off and. leaned it against the
sign. I funbled for the InCl.p and. pulled it out. I
VoBUld have pulled out a flashlight, but as usual, I
had foolishly not brought one.
"Did either of you bring a flashlight?" I said
oonefully .
Luckily, they roth had. I sat down and. gathered
mv -thoughts while they figured out wh:hch - trail to
I,
take. I looked at the fork in front of me, realizing
"mat trail v,;e \<QuId have to take. It was~the one that
hranched off to the left, with·a sian in front o:f it
that said "rough. It The other looked as though it
headed Itore narallel to the ridqe. It \<Quld take
us forever to get down that one. Jane con:firmed
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my guess.. I meW have been lost a minute earlier,
but my sense of direction wasn't that bad. I just
~uld.n' t "-tell then of my exoerience arrl they 'WeUld
never kn:Jw that I was a's lost' as they were.
So we headed down t.1:J.e, trail, this ti.roo I
foll~ close" behirrl Jane 'INlD followed close
hehind Beth. OUr 1::X:lots' ~de clunkillg' mises as they
l:x:>u:rrled across ·,the rocks. The beatin:] oould a.lnDst
make a rhythm, but there were teo many places where
we had to oop off a larger rock or slow down,
makin:] the rhythm fairly irregular. This lack of
rhytlYn didn't stop us fran sin:] in:] , tlnugh. First
I started whis~ing, arrl then in a voice that can
be best descri.beCl as weird, I began to sillg'.
"Hey Babe, take a walk en the wild side ••• n The
girls Soon added their giggly voices to the coorus
while I made up the verses. Witlnut ins'br1..lr'oonts
we really couldn I t do justice to lou Reed's version,
but it sou:rrled pretty good to us. Singing passes
the time, but it didn I t change the terrain any. The
rocks continued to get even steeper as we progressec1
further into tJ1e...·ravine. Then it began to rain.
"Is that rain?" Jane asked. We stood in
silence waiting for rai.n:lrops to intrude up::>n our
well being. A heavy gust scattered Jane I s hair.
~e was a faint glint of light in her eves.
Our eyes rret for a m:ment. I felt a slight chill
UP my, ~iIrIe arrl looked a~.
A big, cold, wet
rairrlron larrled on my rose. One hit my eve';- We
oontinued to stand ill silence. The wiirl bl9\v.
The rairxlro:os oontinued to fall faster, in rapid
succession mw. I oould hear the patter on top
of Jane's pack.
II I think we oughta get out rain coats," Beth
said, lookillg' gn::.stlike in the gloan.
The only response to her sound advice was
the droppillg' of packs, zippers slidillg' open, ar:rl
the crinkling of ny~cm rairgear. I pulled on my
green amrak, a jaket that had been with rre through
a lot of several years. NJ I put it on for what
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I was sure muld turn into anJther adventure. I
thrust my harrls--into the big center pxket arrl
discovered a remnant fran a previous adventure:
a ticket stub fran my last date with Jane,
several rronths earlier. I looked at her, a twinge
of sadness tugging at my stana.ch. It hadn't been
such a long tine ago when I used to drive her h:Ine
fram sch:x>l every--day. That was a special tine that
had errled arrl muld never be again.
Once again we found ourselves stepping carefully
down the rocks, every step putting us closer to the
shelter of timberline. As we continued, the singing
an:1 light-hearted conversation SlOwal down and
eventually stopped. The only sound was that of the
rain, the gentle breeze, an:1 the hollow clunking
of our boots across the rocks, all muffled tPrough
my hood. These sounds \<Jere getting rather rromtonous.
There were m trees in sight, just a oarkened
abyss below us. It seemed as though we couln hike
all niaht an:1 still mt find a decent sheltered spot
next to the river where we could caron. Suddenly I
mticed that the rain had slowed drnvTLlaui te a bit. I
pulled ba.ck my hood happily and started to relate
the news-to Jane and Beth, but they had already
pulled back their hoods. I occured to me that I had
been in a daze an:1 had mt mticed that the rain had
SlOwal. We continued until Jane stopped and said,
"Listen."
We listened and heard the sound of rushing
water beneath the rocks. Beth quictiy- -got to her
knees- to see if she could find the source of the
sound.
"Can you get to it," Jane asked.
Beth grunted, getting back to her feet. ":tb, I
don't think so. We'll check it out further down,
though. I'm sure \<Je can get to it sooner or later."
I stocxi there looking at the rocks.
"Still with us Mick?" Jane irquired,sounding
alrrost cheery.
Yea," I chuckled, as we again started walkinq.
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Slowly the full m::::on appeared on the ridge
behirrl us. i:bw I oould see the sides of the huge
ravine, but I oould rot see the routan. The
rushin(], of the river droned slowly in the distance.
Occaisionally, out of the shadows on the ravine
walls, the clouds parted, causing dim m::::onl:eams
to open across the steep sides. The lights of
Rarrloloh, to the N;)rt1), were mY-I visible. An
airoort beaoon flasl=led rhythmically, and city
lights twinkled, spread over the !landscape, still
far below us. I raranbered a night ,.;hen Jane sat
bv mv side watchina the lights of our little town.
I told her stories of wild rrountain trips and
she dreamed arout her future: oollege, a good
job, travel, mayBe a family. Then she said, "Mick,
let's go backpacking together up in the nountains
next spring. Just you and Ire, and the nountains."
"Sure" I said. "Sounds great. II I loved the
iaea, but scroe1x>w I knew that we \\Ouldn' t go.
"We finally did it, II I thought. "A little late,
but 'We. did it."
By the highway, near the area where we were
to cx:xn::! out the next day, there VIaS a stran:;;e arc
of yellow lights.
"What do yet figure those lights-are down
there, It I asked.
IIThey look like the front of a Chinese
restaurant or s:Jmething, II Jane guesses.
liN;), II Beth ventured. "I'd bet they're part
of sane amusement park, like Santa's Village. II
Images of good, drinks and little kids having fun
fulled my mind for a m:::ment. N;)ne of us knew.
It didn't matter much, though, because we were
still a long Vlay a\vay. We walked in silence again
for awhile. Jane was stunbling auite a bit on the
rocks. MIv leers 'Were 00'" very tired and sore. I
didn I t feel like \.;alkim much rrore. UnfortunatelV
I had ro choice. There" was' still m shelter, and
the rocks were still far too rough an::1. steep to
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pitch a tent on. The sound of water beneath- the
rocks kept· trickling on, but my rrouth renained dry.
Jane was easing her way across a slick rock. Suddenly
her feet soot out fran under her and she rounced down
a few-rocks on her pack. Her pack absorbed rrost of
the fall, but it seened to scare her a bit. I care
fully stepped down the rocks and helped her up. We
p:tused, our harris still touching. With a disturbed
look in her eyes she quietiy withdrew her harri. N:>t
much was said. vJe decided to stop for a break. Jane
took our sane cheese and sliced us all a few pieces.
"Well, at least the rain's slowed down,"
Beth'-stated .
I looked at the sky and sighed.. "Yea, it's
reall v kind of a nice night in a way. I think the
rain I s only hitting us \men the clouds float down
fran the ridge." We were sitting down row,' leaning
against recks, rrakiilg ourselves as canfortable as
we could. Jane }JCissec4 around rrore cheese. What I
reall V wanted was water, but I took the cheese.
"We'd better get going, Beth stated.
In a weary voice I mumbled, "Yea, we should,
sOOuldn't we? n' I remained canfortahle on ITlV' -rock,
reclining against my -pack and chuckling.
"can't we sleep her," Jane kidded ",Jearilv • Beth
sat down again. Strangely, I felt panicked. We were
getting exausted, and the longer we sat down, the
harder it v.ould be to get going again. I tried to
get the adrenalin flowing in my blood. My heavy head
continued resting on my aching knees. My 'i=Yes were
closed. 0 felt on the verge of sleep.
"All right, we'd better get rroving," I said as
I rose painfully to my feet. Amidst grunts and groans
they rose and we were soon descending the steep rocks
again. That r,.;ent for OOurs i think-waliing, slippiflg,
resting, eating cheese, and v.ondering OOw much further
we had to go. It was late, but I don't kn::lw OOw-late
because my sense- of time an:l everything else seaned
distorted that night. Finally Jane and Beth stopped
in the mist, and stood j:Xlr:rlering a relatively flat
II
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area beneath a tilted rock. and surrounded by smaJ.I
shrubs.
"How ab:)Ut stavin:J here tonight," Jane asked.
I looked at the rock tilted at al:out seventy
degrees al:ove a Dile of rross, rottin::r sticks-and
leaves. There we£e few trees sheltering the
aeneral area, al:out as tall as us-;- It wasn't
Imlch; hut to Jane, it apparentlv looked like a
h:::m:!. Jane and Beth had their :PClcks off and ~e
inspecting the p::>tential sfielter .
"Nait a minute, II I said, unshouldering my :PClck.
"That looks.. kind of s:nall. Let Ire check it out."
I crawled into the snall area. I tried to lay
doWfi, but I was in a crooked, slanted p::>sition,
with a rock in front of my face and sticks and
rocks p::>king Ire in the back.
"It v;on' t do," I craned my neck. "There's
hardly any roan in here for Ire, let alone the
three of us."
"Aw, we could fit, Mick," Jane said.
The p::>ssibilities of such a cozy arrangeuent
went tin::'ough my head, but the discanfort I felt
lying there alone convinced Ire that we should keep
rroving. "N:>, it's pretty wet and gross in here,
we could never be o:::mfortable."
Fran then on it seemed that we ~e just
looking for a canfortable place to sleep. We
passed· by SE:Il'\e large rocks that rrri.ght have offered
eoough shelter, but we kept rroving. For quite
awhilp it had been sprinkling softlv, but row the
raindrops ~e ~alling faster and the wind was
oickina uo, I out my lxx::d up, but Scon the drizzle
became a freezing doWHCOur. Ne had to find sfielter .
\'1e carne to a stoo at an area less sfieltered than our
fIrst nlace. vIe could alwaws take out the tent and
cover ourselves with it. ui1fortunately·, there was
not eoough roan to set it up. I envis:i:oneCi a long
and unccroforta'ble night ahead of us.
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"wait a minute, and let Ire check arourrl for a
better place," I callOO as I headOO cbwn the trail
wi th a dim flashlight.
I returne:i a few minutes later and found them with·
the tent out to drape over us on a spJt of rough
grourrl. I waddOO the tent in my anus and said, II Hey ,
I fourrl a cave down there al:x::mt a hunJrOO feet."
"A cave," Jane repliOO.
"Yea, well not exactly a cave, but a place where
big rocks have fallen on top of each other and made
a fairly well sheltered spJt. It stould be big
enough for the three of us to sleep wittout any
trouble. " Delighted to have fourrl a place to sleep,
I b::mn::lOO dOVJfl. the trail.
"Hey, wait a minute," sc:rneone cal 100 , but I was
dtunpJim.g my pack off in front of our newly discoverOO
cave. I crawlOO in. The floor was rovered with rocks
and sticks, sand and the hardenOO droppings of sane
a.n:irna.l. I had it all cleared out before the,.girls
~e even there. The rain was caning dOVJfl. madly rJ:JW.
I took the wet heap of the tent and hung it over an
oneninq in the reck of the cave, placing rocks on
the eCl.qe to secure it. Enthuse:i, Jane and Beth 'Were
rJ:JW in the process of getting inside.
Soace '>JaS
limitoo so we could only bring in· the essentials
and leave the packs outside to brave the stonn on
their own. I crawled in, taking off my soakOO rain..:
gea];" and took a seat beside Jane. Unfortunatelv,
the cave was maller than I first ttought ~ There
was only roan for us to sit, side by side in a semi
hunchOO pJsition. It was shelter, ttough. For the
first ~ in tours, we ~e all in a rrerry rrood
again. We laughed ab:mt our predicament, and then
carne to the ronclusion that the folks back heme
w::>uld never believe this one.
1I~'le 'd better not let my parents krDw aJ:::x:)ut this
episode, II Jane giggled.
Beth added, "Yep, same here, they'd never let
Ire go ba.ckpacking again."
I n:::xJded., but I couldn't wait to tell my parents
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aOOut this one. "Hey, did anybody bring sare
food in here?" I asked excited aOOut eating.
"Oh yea, sure," Jane said, reaching into a
nylon sack beneath her knees. "The first itan
on tonight's nenu will be••• " She pulled out
scrrething arrl turned the flashlight on it.
"Gran;:)la trail mix!" She opened the ziplock baggiei
Beth arrl I took harrlfulls.
"I'm really glad you guys-invited me on :your
expedition," I said, my nouth still full.
BethJs voice carre out of the dark. "I'm glad
:you carne, Mick. We usually errl up doing sanething
out of the ordinary 'When WE! get together."
Soon our weariness rd"rned. We pulled a
sleeping bag over us like a blanket, arrl shut off the
flashlight. Out of the blackness we quietly
recounted old times. Sc"J:1ehow WE! got onto a
conversation aoout why \'~ had dated the people we,.
had gone out with. It was hard to cx:roe un "lith
reasons, but it was fun to laugh aOOut things that
had happened in our distant Pasts. Then Jane had
to bring UD the subject that I knew was on roth
of our mirrls.
"Whan arout us, Mick? Wha.t made :you ask me out?"
I paused. "I was afraid WE!'d get to that,"
I answered, saying nothing nore."
"Well?"
I groaned. Beth and Jane WE!re laughing. "You
know," I said, "I've given that oonsiderable
thought, arrl I mnestly can't cx:roe "p with a good
anSWE!r. I'm really not sure."
"Oh I :seer" Jane responded. "Re:nanber that
last date, at the ooncert? Oh gam, wHat a dis
aster!"
"Yep, that's gotta be the v.orst date I ever
had. "
"N:>, really?" Jane said, "It wasn't all that
bed, "
"Well. •• yea," I said. "It was a real drag.
We hardly talked all night."
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Jane shifte:i her legs. "Well, that I S true. cane
to think of it, I guess that was an all-arou.rrl :tad
night. " There was a silence. The only sou.rrls were
that of the falling rain outside arrl Beth's rhythmic
breatbim. She was falling asleep. Jane arrl I
chuckled quietly. "RauErnber that time we fell asleep
while we were watchinq T.V. arrl you didn't get h:xne
until four in the rrorninq," Jane asked. "Your rrcm
coulda killed you."
"I k:r:Dw, it 'Wasn't a very easy thinq to exolain."
I said. "H~, you k:r:Dw that guy from w:>rk ••. the one
'VOu started seeinq after ~ broke un? 1):) you still,
'\.,
uh ...!lave
anyth'1m Wl. th him?• fI
"l'b, II Jane replied. "l-Ie just went out a couple
of times. A quick flim. It didn't w:>rk out. You
k:r:Dw what I mean?"
"Yes."
"How cane you never went out with anyone else
after ~ broke up?"
"Well," I said, "I just got tired of playim that
same old game. Besides, I haven I t had that much time,
arrl it W3uldn't make much sense to get very involved
with sc.meone when I kIDw 1 have to go off to school so
soon. It I s just easier not to. II
III k:r:Dw what you mean," she answered. "It can
get to be a real hassle." The tone in her voice
changed to a qtiieter, tired one, full of realness·.
lilt I S all so far aff arrl irrelevant now, though. Beim
here makes everythim that happens down there sean so
irrelevant." The air see:ned to hang still for a rrom
menta "Beim up here ..•changes yeu in a 'Way."
I felt a chill run through me arrl a growing
wru::mth fran the people beside me in the dark. "Yea,
I guess 'VOu're right."

**************
i.E av.nke, feeling startled that I had h=en asleep.
I lifted mv hean fran Jane's sroulder.
She shispered IlMick, listen. The rain's stopped."
There "'?as a dim liqht nO\-,. Vomn::J was caning. I
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crawled outside, where a cx::.ol breeze inrrediately
chilled IrIE! refresruLngly • I pulled out a damp
sleep~ bag, laid down on a rock and fell asleep.
I w::>ke to the sourrl of quiet voices. It was
Jane and Beth sittinq next to the-k packs. They had
nacke::1 evervthing, includ.in:J mv pa.ck, and ~e waitirg
for roo to wak 1:1p. The sun was· rt::JW a little alx>ve
t.he oorizon, and filled the rrountains with a beautiful
golden-red gloVl.
"All riqht sleepyhead, we'd best get rrovin,"
Beth kidded. 1-'1e ~e soon headed down the trail with
r~ spi:.l:i ts, anxious to get back to water, and
the o:::mforts of so-called civilization. Hik~
didn't feel good trough; I was too used to the
nighbnarish.,.;ordeal of infinitely plac~ one foot in
front of the other in the dark. We could see row,
though, and progress was much quicker. It wasn't
too long before we found ourselves drinking fran a
clear stream of freez~ rrountain water. I slapped
water on my face, tryirg to rid myself of the tire::1,
hurgover feelinj I had. Maybe I'd grow a beard.
We didn't talk much while hikirg. We were all
pretty-tired and didn't fell like it.. We ~e
happy) trough. ~e was a strorg feel~ of close
ness<and acccmplish:nent arrourg us. When we oould
hear the buzz of the highway through the trees, we
just smiled and s~ rrovirg a little faster.
Beth started runnin:;J when she rourrle::1 the last bend
before the highway. Jane and I followed suit. \'iTe
arrived at the weedy edge of the highway b!:eathless,
and droppeCi our packs on the grourrl.
We were soon relaxinq on the gress', drinking
water ,-and eatir:g wild raspberries. '!'he sun felt
qood and th-e water felt like an old friencl.. I mE
leanincr on ITlV pack, writing in my journal, Beth ~..es
off gathering rasorerries, and Jane sat nibblirg on
a berry, examinirg the insides ,..,hile she ate it.
I put down InJ journal. "Jane," I asked.
"Yea Mick?"
"What was your best date?"
She looked roo in the eyes and smiled, "This was."
Published by DOCS@RWU, 1983
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UNDER THE FIASIIIN:; LIGHI'S

Under the flashing lights
The drinks are p:>urerl.
Br.imning glasses clink.
The bar buzzes
With the excitment of a tl:ousand bees.
Fager necks crane,
Polyester groins tighten.
Satin-sheathed hips
S\'l/a.V smothly, surely,
Rhvt.hmicallv,
With cool metronane nrecision,
PanthE>.r-like, parade with fluid, feline grace,
Their snike heels click staccotto time
On the cold linoleum.
Another rourrlA rainl:ow of cocktails

Dispensed like multi-colorerl jellybeans
'Ib clutching children 1 s hands.

Tinkling, icy laughter rises
'Ibwards the pulsating ceiling,
Iradescent laquered talons drum
'Ib the quadraphonic beat.
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Girls toss their well-sprayed tresses,
Pursing neon lips,
Flashing fourteen-carat sniles.
Mascara'd eyes
Cold and dead and granite-hard
Fearlesslv meet assessing stares
Across the crow:1ed roan.
Couoles form,
A chain of rolored paner dolls,'
Fncirclinq the bar in yards of synthetic brilliance.
They nrance and coo and strut,
Peacock-proud, exchanging
Sugared lies and old cliches,
Propelled closer, closer, closer
By the relentless prirrordal beat.
Marlroro-rold, he whispers in her ear,
DEmurely lowered lids breathe their assent.
He helps her with her mat,
Tries to recall her name.
'I\\o strangers glittering in the night,
Hands joined, hearts separate,
Clocking time before they next appear
Und.er the flashing lights.
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PAUL BUNYAN

The night you were Paul Bunyan
I was an .imnense blue cow.
Ne pranced al::out the living rcx::m
swinging torrahawks at nan's hangin:r plants.
She waSIl' t pleased ,.men she fourrl
ooncake mix dead to the floor,
the dininq roan table
didn't belong in the fireplace.
By habit she found the rouch,

'Ehat we left intact,
w:i:th our tcmahawks we escaped,
in a quiet r~ge, to our bedrocrns.:
When you said you were Paul Bunyan

you were Paul Bunyan, the forests
seaned so real, and I, on my matress
mooing desperately at the stars.
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THE TIRE

He lay with Hattie, following the snaked line
of a crack in the ceiling.
"So vou wanta or not?" She asked, sliding
her warm uaJ..m alonq the inside of his upper thigh,
his neck hairs rising as he scrueezEil. the bicycle
tire leaning against the spread, wine arrl sweat
beading his forehead as the heat intensified with
its passage along the breeze.
She dried the sweat with her toungue, letting
her heaviness fall like the puss of a breakina
blister as he let go the tire arrl dug finge~ils
into the vast 'Wetness of her fleshy back, their
slurping !X>p-sourrl anooying him as they pasted
before each separation, rhythnic within lead waves
of wet heat.
Now alone he walked back to High Street.
Hattie lived on Hope, the main drag.
Once inside his own aparbnent the pattern
remained unchanged. The B-pattern, he like to call
it. First bed, then bathrocm, return to bedrocm,
then maybe a l::x::x:>k, then the l::.ottle, the bed, then
l::.ottle, burau, bed, l::.ottle•.•l::.ottle •••l::.ottle.
Anxious for fresh air, he opened the front door.
Dropping to his knees as he listened to the latch
in its vielding. Such sourrl, he i:lnught, an open
door creaking genUy against the marble of night.
He walked onto the p:>rch, gonging his knee against
the wrough-iron railing.
"&Jnovabitch~"

He waited for an ecm, only the drone of
florescent arc lamos, caws desceIrling with each gull,
clouds like broken eaves hissing alono the sky, and
his hand, still clenched arourrl the supple tire arrl
its rim.
"('...asses," he rnanbled, "AJrl off to the gas
station."
Published by DOCS@RWU, 1983 The station was on Hope Street. He trumpeted
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"I ha'le cane inebriatoo to the Iboe Street
Pumps! Craving air for my deflate::i tire!"
There was a sign arove the airoump, oranqe
letters against black that read, BEViARE OF 1XX3.
He :paused, sigp..ed diffidently a.rrl then snatchOO
the brittle hose, firrling that it lackOO a mzzle.
f Gastards have lockOO it away a.rrl gone h:Jme.
Just
rrore of the schane, f he thought, the dog barking
as he walkOO away.
He returnOO to Hattie. She was sitting next
to her bErl, watching the tiny black a.rrl white
screen, eating a J::owl of shreadOO wheat. Her
cheek pimples flattenOO as she smilOO.
"Wha.t is so amusing?" He askOO.
"I knew you'd cane ba.ck."
He squeezOO the tire, sneering, "Wha.t ma.de
you so sure?"
"You gonna stay this t.l.rre?"
"Stay?" He clipf>Erl, "isn't one favor emugh?
Next thing you'll want is a pJurrl of flesh. Arrl ~
roth kmw that's the last thing you need. n
"Oh fuck off."
He iqn:>red her, sitting on the bErl with his
back to her, SQUeezing the tire repeatedlv while
listenincr ro the slum of' milk. ':!:'he e..atinq stoprro,
she whisoerErl, "11m SOrry, but I deserve a little '.
rrore kirrlness than that."
He remained silent, dropnirq the tire an:1
-tallinq flat to the heel, its sprinq muncina
him into the glare of the overhead-light, brandincr
a blin::1SpJt between his eyes. He closOO than a.rrl in
t-he dark awaitoo her approach, sme1<e. her as the
sponge of her gummy lips pressOO tight against
his ear breathing,
III'm glad you carne back. vle're good for each
other. .Admit it. II
Rolling away, he shouted, "I:b!" Ani then waiting,
closed. his eyes again. The silence was brief,
he shiftOO against the careful squeeze of her hand,
her forearm resting on his hip, the softness of her
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chest against his shoulder blades, a furnace of
breath drving the ~t of his necJr. There was
fumbling, then her fingers and. thumb pressed his
pants button into his stomach. A zip followed, then
he helped her, peeling off layers, preparing for a
coolness that IDUld never ~.
"Hey!" His voice surpised her. He sat up,
sliding fran the spread and. starrling Mked before
her, grinni.n.g', said, "Let I S dance."
"vlha.t? "
He rroved to the light switch, clicked it off.
He was lithe and. agile, "Play sane music. If
"Are you serious?" She asked, stocked, though
unable to suppress a giggle. She had seen h.:i.m in
playful rroods before, but with frier:rls, the guys.
Always oondescer:rling. TlDugh ironically ernugh,
it was this snide, :impish quality that h3.d attracted
her the rrost. Arrl row it stood revealed before her
afterall. N:). He was drunk. But he was always
drunk. It was a prank. Dancing with Hattie, sa:Ile:
thing to laugh al::out with the toys. But his snile,
he vas actually sniling. That naive, :impetous grin.
Could that alone be proof ernugh?
"I'm Very serious. II He answered, fingering
throuqh a line of v.orn albums, "vIhatta ya got that IS
good? ~thincr soft."
"Just play the radio. 1I
He m..ritched it on, the rCXJm light tinting to a
faint green as he unolugged t.he television. The
music 'il1aS slow and uneven, broken by static.
She stood fran the bed, rolling at the bulky
knot in the telt of her robe. He aoproached her,
yanJ.':ing once at the knot to unfasten it, then
beckoning her aoproach. She walked towards h.:i.m, a
clanmy bulging white, her sagging stana.ch like a
U-shaped bag of water, centered by a large black
button that winked as she walked like the open rrouth
of a fish. He th::mght, how vulnerable a creature,
row lonely and. so often sad. Perh3.ps even sadder than
I.
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He tore at her thighs, slapping the adip:>se
layering her hips arrl then sliding his open palms
upward, stabbing with his fingertips at the hull of
each breast. Next he leaned., his anus locked. arourrl
her as they thudded. to the floor.
The carpet sarrl pricked. her oock. He drove, his
anus like pillars, triceps hardening into stone
pebbles, head bent oock, torso arched, his vein-soaked.
hands reddening against the floor. The FOPping ro
longer an a.nn::>yance, acting nore like a metronone as
she gasped bebNeen the ticks, itCh you oostard fuck me
fuck me." His hips burned. in their joints as the
sweat glued. like a rag over the twist of his face.
v-]hen it was over there was only the radio. She
asked. him for quiet so he stood, shutting it off.
The silence was airy arrl wann. He walkErl to the
wirrlow, gazing along !boo Street below, the block
of houses on the other side, arrl, unseen heh.i.ril.
then, the restaurant where he t d la.1::DurErl all day,
stoonino v1hen the \\Drk qot slow, to stand outside
bv the cl.t.rnnster, have a snoke arrl stare across
the runnelled. vastness of the hav. He thought
of the oov, the coolness within the calm of its
snarkle. He could see that sparkle rKJ\.<1, those
lar±lent ripples quivering beneath the TIDOn.
And. he could hear--his eyes snapped open.
"Hattie!" He criErl, "oome here quick!"
"What is it?"
"cane quick."
She stood, then strolled qu.ietly toward him.
"v-lhat's wrong?"
He put his ann arourrl her oockside, drawing
her close to the wirrlow, "Close your eyes arrl
listen. II He waitErl awhile, watching her before
asking, "I:):) you hear them. Listen carefully.
It's caning fran the ooy."
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Opening her eyes, she turned. to him arrl said,
"LifeOOat please. Scrneone serrl us a lifelx>at."
"You hear them!" He exclaimed., "You hear
than: "
liN:> kidde," she whi$red., tracin<.::J a
fin<.::Jer-line through the sweat greasin<.::J his tanple,
"I hear no-one but ourselves. Just us, that's all."
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YOUR ARM

The hair swept gently
arrl the v.-erked hands
skin rigid!y rough
oores tightened
stall cracks of
'White-lined cold
arm res~ing on the car door
hand in the wirrl
on the mirror resting
The strength of
the forearm
thick with S1.1pp)rt,
tight with violence
arrl the 'pa.int brush
grasped in your fin:Jers
just minutes later row
brush me with your oils.
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PATRIOI'rC PATRIARCHS

'I'ln:rroil ticking
decently in the eyes
of malmurished men,
bloated with the starch
of middle class whitebread.
Steaming in their eyes,
their .inlfotence frightens-than;
the statistics are maddening.
And their sons,
deep into caves,
foxholes or $5 whores,
dream of the chance to die,
exist for blood, ghost and blue America,
36¢ coffee,
and as they h3.n:J fran the coat tails
of the pilgr:iJ:ns,
tight arou:nCI. their necks,
they ache for their nother t s a.:r:ms.
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"I WANl' 'IQ FEED HORSES APPLES, J:W)DY"

Ok
be quiet, don I t scare than
keep your han:1 flat
row, here's sc:m::: salt
they love that
Do it quick but don't jerk
Do it quiet arrl quick

Please---o.o it qLliet arrl quick.
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FOR MY FATHER

The scent of your aftershave
like caramel-roint
candies-in sna.ll Iretal tins
The clean
smell muted
in the soft resilience
of towels hung
so neatly
drying

upstairs
over the plastic covered railing
is cushion '-and. ccrnfort
I am wrapped in
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J]}MY THE SAINT

" ••• a.rrl the kids called him J:iJrmy the Saint••. "
Bruce Springsteen

ONE

May, 1965 •••
oaltin Road••.
The headlights cut through the mist and the dust
that carpets the dull concrete a.rrl the tiny explosion
of a cigarette butt hitting the yellow-lined blacktop.
A toy, his long black hair flappinq against his head
like Beagle ears, runs toward the baby blue cadillac I
nurrin::r in the silence of the EF.Jpty night. He pats
the driver on the 1::ack am smiles,
The driver smiles
tins p~s grev Stetson and leans a denim-sleeved
arm out of the wirrlow.
The blome haired girl with the redba.rrla.na and
the neasant skirt and the rose colored shirt gets out
of the cadillac and walks aroun::l the car to the
driver,
and kisses him,
and wishes him luck,
then she turns to the other car, a red Faloon,
and the other driver, wh:J wipes the dusty brown hair
fran his forehead and grips the leather aroun::l the
steering 'Wheel. He pulls the reflector sun;lasses
fran his eyes and drapes than over the rear-view

mirror,
'Where they dangle like baby smes.
He stares into the silence
of the lonely road
with its dust
and its mist
and the dull concrete.
Daltin Road .•.
A blome roy with a .~lroro jutting from his

52
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lips and a dark-haired Italian roy in an Wustric;l
green shirt with "Mario" stitched over the left
pocket taps the roof of the Cadillac.
They whisper
"Cowl::oy"
They snile.
They smw him the silver ratchOO wrench with
the black electrician's tape arourrl the harrlle
Cowl::oy sniles and :rros
They snile and :rro
Cowl::oy laughs •.• "Jirrrny the Saint. 11
The blonde roy with the Marlroro tosses the
silver ratched wrench with the black electrician's
tape into the dying grass by the road, and with the
dark-haired Italian roy with "Marioll stitche1 over
the left pxket and the Beagle-hairOO roy I taps the
roof of the Cadillac and rroves to the side of the road.
Daltin Foad .•.
'!11e airl urn.;rraps the roo barrlana fran her
qolden hair and stands between the tw::> cars.
9he raises the bandana high into the silent
night.
She is silouhetted by the bright gleam of the
high beams.
A foot goes to the gas
A foot goes to the gas
She looks at the tw::> cars
A hand goes to the stick
A harrl goes to the stick
and the roo ban::1ana floats freely fran her hand
and drops through the mist and the dust to the oon
crete.
The cars roar and srroke and tires scream and
write scriptures on the blacktop.
The girl's hair dances in the wW and the
bandana leaps up then settles slowly to her feet.
The lights and the exhaust blur past the street
lights and the telepmne pIes and the Highway 84
signs that grow wilted and tirOO frcm the mist and
the dust and the dull concrete.
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The baby-blue cadillac blurrs by and the red
Falcon runs past the blome with the Marlboro ,
and the Italian with "Mi3.rio" stitched over the
left r:ocket,
and the Be3.gle-haired boy,
as they starrl like cardboard cut-outs against the
cloud shrouded m:::x:m and cheer.
The cars shimny across the blacktop, as the red
Falcon slips ahead of the Baby-blue cadillac
and a lug nut slips slowly fran the tire of the
red Falcon and clanks against the h~p.
as the girl with the red barrl.ana watches,
and the- blonde with the Mar1JX>ro watches,
and the Italian with "~1ariotl stitched over the
left PJCket watches,
a1rl the Beagle-haired boy watches.
Q)wl::ov grits his teeth a1rl says Kiss my ass as he
presses his foot to the floor and shifts into third
and in a whirl of dust and mist
he moves ahead of the Falcon.
The driver of the Falcon stares at his reflection
in the speedaneter and as the needle shivers at 96 he
eases the pedal to the floor
And a lug nut slips slowly from his tire and
clanks against the hubcap.
The girl with the red ban:1ana watches and sniles.
The blonde with the Mi3.rlboro watches and sniles.
The Italian with "Mi3.rio" stitched over the left
r:ocket watches and sniles.
The Be3.gle-haired boy watches and sniles.
The baby-blue Cadillac blurrs toward the black
finishing line 30 feet ahead.
The red Falcon runs toward the black tape finish-
in:r line 25 feet ahead
and a lug nut slips slowly fran the tire and
clanks against the hubcap.
The red Faloon :begins to pull to the left of the
road and the driver grabs the steering 'Wheel tiqhter
as the baby-blue Cadillac blurrs bv.
http://docs.rwu.edu/aldebaran/vol13/iss1/1
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The girl with the red bandana puts a hand. to her
rrouth and. watches.
The blome with the Marlroro tosses the cigar
ette to the qrourrl and. 'Wa.tches.
The Italian with "r1ario" stitched over the left
rocket turns to the Beacrle-haired rov and. thev roth
\'Jatch.
C.OW}:DV sees t.~e black tape finishing line loc:m
into his vi6<7 as the red Falcon swerves to the left
of the sroulder of .the road
and a lug rut slips slowly fran the tire and.
clanks against the hub caP.
And. the red Falcon rolls off the shoulder
and. the driver rolds a hand to his mJuth to
catch the scream building inside him
and the explosion,
like a cigarette hitting the dull concrete,
and. the flames.
The girl runs toward the car.
The blonde with the MarlOOro runs towards the
car,
lying helpless like a turtle on it's side,
and. the explosion,
the driver drowning in the wave of the secom
flame
and. the girl screams

" J irnnv • "

The Italian rolds her and. the Beagle-haired roy
rolds her,
CowbJv'runs fran his car with the blome
they stand. and they stare
at the flames
and t.he smell of gasoline risinq with the srroke.
r.awlx>v feels the heat fran the red rot chrane
and turns to the blonde and savs,
"Jintny"

and the blonde says
"JIMMV •..Jimnv the saint."
Thev rove reck to the girl with the red bandana.

She is crying hysterically.
55
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'!he Italian arrl the Beagle-haired roy help her
to Cow}x)v I scar.
CowtOy- turns to the blame roy
'!hey 111 never say a ,word .•·• never •
An:1 they don I t
arrl neither do the others.
'!hey pull off into the empty night arrl as their
headlights cut through the mist arrl the dust arrl the
dawn creeping up over the hills
arrl as the night gives way to the a:ming nnrning
they drive away into the sunrise
as the flames die, tired arrl slow aroum the
wreckage of the Falcon
As the years go by
arrl the weeds grow
am the sun rises arrl the sun sets
arrl the W2eds cling together
arrl the sun rises arrl the sun sets
while the years pass on
arrl the weeds grasp arrl hold
arrl the sun rises and the sun sets
arrl the -weed.s _.i:
Da1tin Road •••
A 1982 black ~cedes Benz careens through the
mist arrl the dust and sklins the dull concrete •.•

Howard Phillips switched off the stereo EM radio
and placed a filtered cigarette between his lips.
He remembered all the brarrls that lJasses between
his lips in the thirteen years of his smoking life.
He started smokinq Camel unfiltered at 12, switched
to Viceroys 'at 15, went to Winstons fran 16 to 20,
tried Sale:ns for awhile but didn I t like the taste
of rrent:hJ1 00 he tried Par1iment for awhile arrl then
Merits arrl row Benoon arrl He:lges Ultra Lite lOOts.
He likoo the gold OOX_ He thought there was sane
thinq dignified in a hard pack. Punks"smoked out of
ooftpacks arrl he wasn't a punk anyrrore. He 'Was a
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teacher now. A lit. teacher at a colleg-e in New
England. He had a new car, a nice aparbnent and. the
chance to m::et sc:rre reautiful w::men and.
a leather gloved hand. reached into the high
dead grass and. pulled a rusty ratched wrench fran
the dirt and. the age that had buried it there.
and mavbe teaching s::me of tlose beautiful
~ a few of his tricks.
Howard Phillips sniled and let the groke fran
his ciqarette breathe slowly fran his lips and. rise
against the wirrlshield as he brushed his' black hair
back and. tlouqht of the pretty young ~ in his
first period English class. He tlought wHat a great
tirre speing was for teachers. Maturing YOl.l!1<J w::men
~ing incredibly tight outfits.
He smiled. He
sucked in deep on his BensOn and Hedges tTltra Lite
100' and
The leather gloved hand opens the door of the
car and throws -the rusty ratched wrench on to the
front seat
and tries to think of her name. Lima .•• 00 •••
Kim..• it was scs:rething cute like Buffy ••• 00 ••• Muffy .••
He laughs •..oo ••. he reme:nbers--Min::1y. That's it.••
Mirrly. Oh Mirrly if you only knew, he says, he
dreams. If you only knew··the pleasure you bring to
me each rrorning at 9:00. He crushes his cigarette
out, lights amther one and
- The leather glove picks up the rusty ratched
wrench and opens the d<::xJr. The black engineer 1::xJots
slip out of the red Falcon onto the dull concrete.
The gloved ham grasps the ratched ratched wrench.
The hand then reaches up and. pushes the reflector
Sl.l!1<Jlasses up the bridge of the oose. The leather
gloved ham grasps the ratched wrench tighter.
aIii he dreams of Mindy, naked. Standing in the
middle of his office. Her breasts are roUIrl and
soft. Her smile. Her tanned skin radiating with
the early rrorning light. I was w.:mdering, she IDuld
smile, exactly how I IDuld go about getting an A in
your course "1r. Phillips. She IDuld snile again and.
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lean on his desk an:l. The leather gloved hand
clenches into a fist.
Ibward Phillips bein;J the dedicated teacher he
is muld do his best to mrk her toward that A. The
dream mixes with the sroke of his new cigarette and.
rises against the wirrlshield and.
The gloved hand grabs the rusty ratched wrench
tighter.
Howard Phillips mtices a black jaketed figure
in the distance. He can see the figure stan:ling in
front of a red ... "*at is that? A Falcon. A '65 red
Falcon. He alro sees that this figure in the black
jacket stan:ling in front of the t 65 red Falcon is
blocking the road and. his way to school and. Mirrly in
his first pericx1 English.
'!.'hen the leather gloved hand raises the rusty
ratched wrench. 'The black jaketed figure could TOW
see the Mercedes in his reflector glasses. The
glasses watched as the hand raised the ratched
wrench arrl tPrew it toward the wind. shield of the
Mercedes. The glasses watched t.h.e wrench shatter
the wind.shield, sparkle the windshield into a
th:msan:l nieces,
like srow arrl diarronds,
Like a million dreams of a hurx'lred. college girls
dresses in incredible sprin;J outfits.
The glasses watches as the Mercedes sv.-erves arrl
tumbles off the shoulder of the road and screams into
flames. It watches as the flames tug and pull an:l
tear at Howard Phillips
at his EM radio
at his Benson arrl Hedges Ultra Lite lOa's
at his th:>ughts of Mind.y
at his th:>ughts of Daltin Road, May, 1965 .••
Cowb::>y screeches his Baby-blue Cadillac in front of
Mario's.
It's set, He says.

He sniles. 
'Ibnight. Daltin Road. Me and. JinIqy the Doucheba.g.
Ha! Jirrmy the Saint. He better have the fuckin'
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saints looking over him tonight t cause after tonight
Daltin Road is gonna be mine. And varly is gonna
be mine. She ain't gonna hang around. that loser
after she sees ,how I race the shit outta' him.
And yuse guys are gonna help me beat trose pants offa
him.
and he smiles and he whispers.,
Howard Phillips watched as the flames burned
around. him and the red Falcon an:::] the black jacket
and the leathered gloved hand drove away.

Randv Hiller nulled his Pontiac Family Station
Wagon into his driveway. He turned off the ignition
and stared at the newsnaper. Beagle dead. It was
hard to 1:€lieve. They had grown 1.10 together, had
been through so much together. And now he was dead.
He and ~io and l-7illie 'VDuld have to get together
and give him a far~ll drink or sarethiTB. He
'VDndered how Ner:rly was taking it. She W)uld be hard
to calm down. She never took people dyiTB very well.
r.1aybe she srouldn' t even go to the funeral. Mario
and Willie \\OUld understan:::l. He tucked the paper
und.er his ann, grabbed his briefcase and stepped out
of the car. He stopped and took one last look at the
newspaper. Beagle dead. Jesus.
A rorn blared and echoed down the row of houses,
up the street, through the empty night.
Randy Hiller turned toward the sound. at the
oottan of his driveway. He could see the black
leather jacket leaning on the hood of a red Falcon.
He could see the snall amber glow of the cigarette
butt. He watched as a leather glOVed hand took
the cigarette and tossed it to the concrete. He
watched the ,tiny explosion it made.
The black jacket slid into the red Falcon:' There
wets a long screech of tires against the a:mcrete anc1
the red Falcon screamed off, envelonin::r itself into
the oarJmess.
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Randy Hiller stood. for a long time stari,m and
sMkinj in the cool April night.
FOUR

William Fryer ease::l the brakes to the floor of
ms "nine th:msand dollar Buick Riviera. He tugged
the tie fran the collar of his thirty-four dollar "
shirt and wiped the SlNeat fran his forehead with
the sleeve of a seven h1..1!rlred dollar suit. He
fllITlblErl ar.Er11:oro fran the lining of his Calvin
Klien and lit it with the electric lighter.
,"lillie Frver could feel the !TOnev arourrl him and
this made" him very haPPY. Four years at business'
college may have been a royal pain in the ass but it
sure as hell paVed off in the lonq run. He was
president of his own ccrnpany making alrrost fifty
thousand a year. He had an expensive car, expensive
clothes, and expensive beach front heme in Stamford
and as he sat waiting for the light to change he
thought, this ~is the way to live."
A voice called his name from a neighl:Drinj car.
Willie Fryer squinted against the sun and tried to
make out the car but the reflection of the glaring
sun made it impossible. He grabbed the sunglasses
that dangled like baby sOOes fran his rear-view
mirror and tried to make out the car.
The voice called out again.
Willie ooticed the light changing slowly fran red
to green when the tiny red butt of a Cigarette
landed neatly on his finely presse::l slacks.
William Fryer slapped the butt to the floor.
"You stinkin' juvenile! When I catch you your ass
is grassed and I'm gonna be the fuckin' law:rm::>wer."
He presse::l his seventy-five dollar shoes to the
floor of his nine thousand dollar Buick Riviera and
catching sight of the cloud of dust in front of him,
followed the car up "'7ater Street across Pine Drive
tovTard Daltin Road.
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The car in front shirrmed to the right and headed
down, Daltin Road. Fryer's big l:oat of a Buick
skidded right and headed down behind him.
"I might be thirty-six rut m wise ass, sm:rrt ass
stinkin' little shit is gOn:n.3. give me a hot seat and
get away with it.
Through the clouds of dust and mist and exhaust,
Willie Fryer could have SIDtn that the car in front
\\1S.sn I t even touching the road. He mticed for the
first time too that tJx>ugh his car 'lM:tS being slowly
painted with dirt and hits of tar--t:he cleaning
of which IDuld probablv put him l:ack a good ~ty
or thirtv rucks-the car in front was irrmacu1ate.
There wasn I t a spot on it.
Then suddenlv the car in front slarrmed on his
brakes. v1illie slanrnerl on his and inhaled hopin;r
that his car IDuld qo the same. v.1hen he looked. up
the car in front had dissappeared.
Fryer watched as the dust settled down around
him. He tJx>ught 'v.lhat in the hell in the name of
Jesus is goin;r on' 'When he felt the first collision.
His neck whipped back. He tried to shift the
car in drive when he felt the' 'second impact.
,','The SOhofabitchis going topusb. me off the ravine."
Again he tried to shift the car in drive and
again amther impact pushed him closer to the edge
of the ravine.
He could feel the car slide against the dirt
and the gravel of the road and he could see the
edge loam up in front of him.
He could feel the uselessness of the brakes.
He could see the lip of the ravine nove up
closer and closer to the mse of the car.
And as the final hit sent him spiraling down
toward the botton, and just before he felt the fire
engulf his thirty-four dollar shirt and his nine
tJx>usand dollar car and before the stiflino heat
of the flames consumed his thirty-six year-old body,
v1illiam Fryer rananl::ered a day· in May 1965 •.•
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They -watche:1 as Jinmy slid out of his car arrl. walked
into the snall brick muse. Mario slipped the
silver ratche:l wrench with the black. electrician's
tape arourrl the harrlle to Willie. He smiled.
Willie rroved silently over to the red Falcon.
He y:npPed the left rear ~p off and placed it on
the grass near the driveway.
He wiped the tiny droplet of sweat fran his fore
head with the sleeve of his denim jacket. He slid
the silver ratched wrench over the first mIt arrl.
loosened it. The did the same with the other three.
When he was finished, he slipped the wrench into
his jacket, slipped the hubcap back on the tire arrl.
smiled.
He snuck. back to Mario arrl. handed him the ·wrench.
Mario n::xlded.
Willie n::xlded arrl. smiled.
Mario smiled arrl. laughed arrl. Willie laughed arrl.
the flames arourrl his lxxiy burned arrl. burned arrl.
burned.
FIVE

RandlY Hiller paid m attention to the low
rumble of the car thi::lt eased up next to him as he
waited for the lights to change. He was too busy
thinking. First Beagle arrl. row Willie; mth in
horrible car accidents; roth burned. Were they just
careless? He supressed the tears fogging his vision.
'l\>.o of the best frie:rrls he had vvere dead. Dead. He
had never realized row fim! thi::lt 'WOrd rourrled. Dead.
Dead. He shook the thJughts out of his :t:le!ad arrl.
watched for the light to chanqe.
A voice echoed through his thouqhts. "Hey ('.DWh:>y
how you been?" Randy turned his attention to the car
next to him. In the sfladows he could see the
glowing arnl:er of a lit cigarette. He saw that it
was a '65 red Faloon.
"Wh:> is thi::lt?" he asked trying to make out the
perron.
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"A friend CoW'r:oy,1I carre the voice fran the
shadows,"A friend vou haven't seen in a lon:;r t:i.rre."
'1?here was a stran:;re silence, an echoin:;r silence.
"t\1hat do you want? n
"Just wanted. to say hello old friend."
"WlD are you?"
Again there 'Was silence and as the light slowly
chang"ed fran red to green, the glowing amber of the
cigarette sailed through Randy I s window and landed
on his lap. He jumped back in the seat lettin:;r
the butt roll to the floor. He presses his foot
tight against the rubber mat to make sure it 'Was
out. When he looked up again the light had chang"ed
to green and the car was gone.
Rarrly Hiller slipped the car into drive and
pulled slowly off into the night.
SIX

A thick and sticky gasoline snell filtered
throughout the tiny station. Mario wiped his salt
and-:r:epper hair with the sleeve of his industrial
green uniform and Y.Dndered how anyone could ever
get used to that snell. He had owned a gas
station row for alrrost ten years, had Y.Drked in
qas stations through highsdool, and had l?C\ved for
llOSt of college, 'What little college he did attend,
by Y.Drking in gas stations and he had never got use
to that snell. And today with a stron:;r ~.ay sun
breathin:;r down, the snell stuck to the station like
fly -paoer.
Mario tossed the unfinished end of his cigarette
into the parkin:;!' lot. Takin:;r a deep breath he tried
to push the snell out of his head, and returned to
Y.Drk. It had been a busy day till row and he was
leavin:;r the easy stuff to finish before he closed
up for the day. He slipped the hydralic jack urrler
the bumper of the blue foreign job he was Y.Drkin:;r on
and slowly lifted. it to the desired height. He
layed down on the snaIl VD:Xlen dolly, placed his
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head on the rubber headrest, and slid himself under
the car. He was reaching up to loosen an oil cap
when a voice echJed through the. thick stench of
gasoline.
"wto the hell oould that be?" He thought
checkin<;J the time in the minirPal light beneath the
car, "It's nearly four'oclock. I'm rot expectin<;J
anyone else today."
Again the voice ecOOed through the tiny station.
Mario placed his hands on the ei1 drenched
ooncrete and began to slide himself out fran urrler
the car when a black en<;Jineer b::xJt slan:rned down on
his chest.
Mario grabbed. the b::xJt and flipPed it off him.
He jumned to his feet to see a tal1 thin black
jacketed figure standin<;J in the middle of the garage.
There was scmethin<;J familiar al::out him, then he saw
the red Falcon parked in the e:mty lot.

"Jimnv. "
"I've scmethim of yours Mario that I thought
I soould return." Jirrmy reached into his leather
jacket and brought out a rusty ratched wrench. "I
believe this belon<;Js to you." The tal1 thin figure
began to rrove toward Mario.
"Wait Jirrmy, It was an accident ••• I ~ we
didn't ••• " Mario begain to tack up toward the blue
foreign job.
"Hey there's ro hard feelin<;Js. As a matter of
fact ~io ole pal ole 1:Juddy, wfien you I re dead,
there's ro feelin<;J at al1." He raised the rusty
ratched wrench and brought it down across Mario's
skull. Mario oollapsed into the cold concrete.
A stream of blood dripped down the back of his head
an::fi down his shirt turnin<;J the industrial green to a
dull grey. Jirrrny slipped him on to the smal1 wr::x:xien
dolly 'anl slid him urrler the car. .
He released the hydraulic jack with his black
en<;Jineer b::xJt and watched as the blue foreign job
spread Mario's chest across the gas stained floor.
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parking lot to his glisteni.n:J I 65 red Falcon.
As the sun beat down on the tiny station,
Jirrmy the Saint skidded away into the oncaning
traffic.
SEVEN
Randy Hiller Ptllled his coat tight against him
and made his way across the silent parkir:g lot.
~ in the shadows of that desolate lot a
car started UP. Randv turned toward the mise.
There was oothing. Just the silence an:'l. the mist
and the dust. As he reached his car, twJ high beams
flasfied their blinding lights uJX>n him. Randy
turned, blocking his eves from the qlare, as twJ
black engineer h:x::>ts stepped slowly onto the pavement.
He watched as a leather gloved hand brought a
cupped match to a bent cigarette.
"How )IOu doin' CovtrxJy?"
Randy shaded his eyes from the glaring light
and through the mist and the dust that settled
aro1.1I'rl the car and the figure standing near it, Randy
could make the distinct outline of the '65 red Falcon.
That red Falcon. Then re thought of Ma.y, 1965.
Daltin Road.
"Jirrmy. " The W)rds caught in his throat,
"Jirrmy -is that )IOu?"
The figure took a deep drag fran his cigarette
and sniled, "Glad to see )IOu finally recognize
)lOur old frien1."
The W)rds caught in his throat again, "But
your dead."
Jinrny roved into the light, "That's right. I
am. Have been for sanetime mw. Since arout 1965.
~1av, 1965 to be exact.
But you rananher that night
don't you Cowlx>y. You were there weren I t you
(",rn"ffx)v? Or don I t they call you that anvrrore?
rnWt:oy that is."
Randv roved a little closer, "l don't understand.
65
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You're dea ..• II
"Dead. Is that ~vhat you're tryinq to sav. Dead.
I think ~'ve pretty much established that. ves, I
Jinmv the Saint, am dead. But t.hat smuldn't stop
me fran cx:rnim back and seeincr some old friends of
mine. " Jimmy smilec1 and inhaled another drag, "But
when I cane :back all my friends are either gone,"
he paused.. He s:niled slowly, "or they're dead."
The color washed fran Rarrly' s face, "They're
all dead ••• and you killed than. Beagle and Willie
an:1 Mario. You killed then all you stinkin'
1:::e.stard. You crazy bastard. n Rarrly -dropped his
briefcase an:1 roved toward the figure, "I'll kill
you. You hear me, I' 11 kill you."
Jimmy laughed an:1 flung his cigarette butt at
Rarrly's smulder. It tounced off an:1 londed on the
concrete in a tiny explosion. "Kill me." He laughed
strong an:1 loud an:1 the laughter ecmed an:1 ecmed. an:1
ecmed througmut the lonely lot. liRa! Cowtoy I'm
already tiead. "
.
Rarrly Hiller stcx:x:l. for a long time an:1 listened
to the laughter. An anger built up in him and he
grabbed up his l::>Fiefcase an:1 rushing toward Jirrrny,
SWI.l1'\g with all his might.
He stcx:x:l. in h::>rror as he
watched the briefcase pass right through the black
jacket an:1 the leather gloved hands. Thev toth stcx:x:l.
there for a rroment in silence. Then Jinmv screamed
an animal like scream an:1 snatching Randy uo bv the
collar slammed him against the car. The briefcase
flew across the EffiDtv lot and sweat see:oeCl down
Rarrly's face.
"Let me refresh vour rrarory, (,...owb:>v." He slammed
his bodvagainst the car, "Daltin Road. l\1av, 1965.
[b you renenber that Cowtoy?"
Randy -was breathing
fast. Jimmy slammed his body against the car, "I
said do you remember that?"
"Yes •.• yes." Randy's sweat began to fog up his
eyes.
"GcxXi. You wanted Wendy so bad for yourself that
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vou and vour cronies fixed my car. U:lOsened my
lug nuts." He slarrroed Randy's b::rly against the
car. "loosened my lug nuts. II
Rarrly' s heart was beating faster and faster,
liNe dic1n' t think they w::mld o:rne off. We tlought
you'd feel than start to give and pull ouf. I'd
win the race and ml:x:x.'l.y -\\Ould have gotton hurt.
But you didn't pullout. Why didn't you pullout?"
Jimny's eyes grew large and red. "Pullout?
I was going a ruck ten, CowJ:::oy. One hundred and
ten miles an hour and you wanted me to pullout?"
He slams him against the car. Jirrmy grabs him by .
the collar and swings him to the grourrl. "You killed
me." He stands over Randy on the concrete, his
tall black clothed figure silouhetted in the glare
of the high beams, "You go to college, get the hell
out of stinkin' 'Ibwertbn for awhile, cx:rne back with
great jObST -great futures and "lNhat did I end up
with. L.iml::x:> man. Fuckin' L.iml::x:> • Driving arourrl
all day, lost, with m where to go. You have m
feelings except the feeling of reve:rqe. That I s all
you have to live for in L.iml::x:>. Reve:rqe. Well I 1m
going to get it." he reaches down and picksRarrlv to his feet.
Randy- Bushes Jirrmy' s hands away, "J:bw ,vait
a minute, darrmit." He stares at Jirrmy, "Just
wait. " He brushes the sv;eat fran his forehead with
the sleeve of his coat. "I still can't believe
this is going on. Wait a minute, Jimny. 11m
sony • ~Te were kids back then. ~1e did stuoid
things. But mt an-yrrore. That has ch.anqed. I've
changed. Don't you see Jim:ny? It was a mistake.
I can see that mw. I'm sorry. What do you
expect me to do. You've killed my best friends.
Please let me be. Stop this stupid revenge.
Jinmy smiles, "You've grown out of it maybe,
but I'm still living in 1965. I never grew up.
That's "lNhat scares you. J:bt that I 've ~ back
and killed your friends. I'm a reminder of tlose
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days.

When you were mthing but a stinking little
punk. N:Jw that you got all this ITOney you don't want
to be ranirrled of the old days. WJ.1en you had m
m~ey, m nice heme, m education, mthing. Well I'm
a part of that time an:1 you're afraid of Ire. You see

I don't have any of those things to v.orry amut. I
never Will. The only thing I have to look forward to
is my revenge."
"But Jinmy ••• "
"Tonight Daltin Road. A fair race. Same cars,
same road, same prize."
""?hat do you mean same prize?1I
"Why Wen::1y of course. She I s waiting for us there
right mw."
.
"But, uh, I sold that cadillac years ago. 11
"I krow. Ibn' t mny. There is a reasonable
facsimile there. Wendv got a phone call alxmt an
hour ago that told her to nick un the car an:1 drive
it to Daltin. I told her you wanted to trv it out.
So let's mt waste any ITOre tirre. You can follow me.
I'll see vau there. II . ••.
Ran:iy stared. at him for a 10119 time, "You're
crazy. II
Jinmy eni1ed and walked. back to his car.
"}b, r€ffi6Ilber, I'm dead.
II

EIGHT
Da1tin Road ••.
Wen:1y knew.
S<:::tIJething was wrong. First Beagle, then Willie
an:1 Mario, an:1 then the phone call earlier telling her
to go an:1 pick up this C'.a.di11ac an:1 drive it to Da1tin
Road.
As she stood against the cadillac, it's headlights
cutting through the mist a'1d the dust, sroking a
cigarette, she knew deep doWft inside that sanethin::J
'WaS wrong. Sa:nethin::r very, very wrong. She tossed
her cigarette an:1 watched. the tiny explosion of the
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rutt hitting the dull o::mcrete. She wrapped her
mat arourrl her tighter, trying rrore to keep the
fear SRe had fran getting her than the cold.
Tw:> headlights appeared down the road. They
rroved like ghosts through the mist and the dust.
One was Ra..rrly' s Pontac Station Wagon. The other
looked hauntingly familiar. Ra..rrly got slowly out
of the car and began to rrove toward her. Jinrny slid
his Falcon nest to the Cadillac and jumpecl out of
the car. He leaned on t.~e hcx:x:1 and slipped a
butt be~n his lips.
"How vou doin' Wen:iv. !Dng t.ime no see. II
Fe sni1ed. "The years have been qood to vou."
v1errly stared- at him for a long tirre, then
she tu.ii:1ed to Randy. "What the hell is going on?"
Randy began to speak, but was cut off by
Jirrrny. "Well, you see, Werrly, Cow1:::oy here has
agreed to race me again for the honor of your
han:l. "
Wendy walked closer, "It is you, Jinmy.!' She
ran up to him and wrapped her arms around him.
"God, I thought you were dead." She looked at him,
"What took you so· long to care back?"
Jinmy sni1ed, "Wen:1y, I am dead." A m1d
shiver changed Wendy's sni1e to a look of fear.
"I Wrned in t:hEtt crash." Jinmy continued, "May,
1965. Here. And your husband there and his frien:1s
p1armed the w!io1e thing. Why don't you tell her
how it all happened."
...
Wen:1y looked toward Cowi::oy" He couldn't
look at her. He stared down at the dull col1C!rete.
"It was· an accident."
Wendy stared at me 10nj and hard, "An
accident. What do yon mean by-an accident?"
Cowl:6y tUrned tCi her, "I wanted you. You 'II1ere
the rrost beautiful thing 1 'd ever seen. I knew
the onlv way I muld get you was to beat Jinmy. I
knew that IDuld be difficult," he paused, lis:> I
h.ad v7illie and Mario loosen up his lugs ••• "
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Wer:dy ITOVOO toward him, her fists clenched.
"Vou loosenoo his lugs."
Rarrlv pleaded, "We tlx:mght he I d feel then give
an:1 then pull off ani forfeit the race. I'd win and
yOU \'lOuld be mine •.• "
Werrlv lunged at me and began hittinq him, "You
stiI'lk'.in' lousy· bastard. All this time and vou never
told me." She slapped him. "You never told me. II
He qrabbed her wrists an:1 pushed her away,
"Ask him what happened to Beagle an:1 l'Jillie and
\1ario. Ask your Saint w!\a.t he did to t."l-J.e:n. And
tonight he IS gonna kill me. II
Jirrmy stepped forward. "I only want a fair race
this time. Same road, same cars, same prize. :tb
screwing with the cars. Just plain ani simple race."
Wer:dy stared at him, "And 11m the prize I guess. II
Jirrmy looked at her, "I drove all the way fran
Lirn.tx:> to get you back."
Wendy stood silent for a long time staring at
roth of them. She looked at Randy, old row fran too
rrany hours mrking overtime. His once sleek hair ';'laS
row greying an:1 the lines in his face ~e cutting
deeper an:1 deeper each day into the young face she
had marrioo. She loved him. But he had killed a
man she loved. Am lX'W he was back from the dead. It
was all very hard to believe. She looked at Jirrmy.
He was just as strong arrl as sleek as in 1965. And he
was· dead. That, too, was hard to believe. Hard to
believe he had o::rne back, killed for revenge, and row
",ranted her to follow him to who in the hell kmws
"Wftere.
She \,lrapped her ooat tiahter around her, "Let I S
aet this over with."
JiMnv ducked his head back into the Paloon. He
pulled out a red bandana, "Werov, muld vou do the
pleasure?"
She walked tID to hirn anCI. PUlled the bar:rlana fron
his leather gloved harrl."I-mV oouldn't you have
stayed dead?"
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The snile on J:imnv's face fell a~y, "I came
back because· I loved 'lOu.
"~Tny did 'lOU have to kill than?"
He touched Wendy's cheek, "I was angry. They
took evervthing fram Ire. My future, my life. You.
N:me of wfiieh they did fairly. I spent years
floating around, wandering around. The only thing
that kept me fran going crazy out therrin Limlx>
was that revenge and getting back to you. Caning
back for you."
Wendy watched his eyes. They weren I t dead man's
eyes. They were fire, alive. She looked at him for
a long time and then she turned to Cowlx>y, alone
by-the baby-bltle cadillac. He was the dead man,
alive, yet there was 00 fire in his eyes. She
wraJ?Fled the bem:'lana around her fist and rroved
inbe~ the cars.
CowbJy slides into the baby-blue Cadillac. He
arranges the rear view mirror and wipes the tiny
bead of ~t fran his forehead.
Wendy unwraps the red batJdana fran her fist and
raises .it high into the silent night.
She is silouhetted by the bright gleams of the
high beams.
A foot goes to the gas
A foot goes to the gas
She looks at the twJ cars
A hand goes to the stick
A hand goes to the stick
The ren. bandana floats freely fram her hand
and drons -through the mist and the dust to the
dull concrete.
The cars roar and SlIDke and tires scream and
write scrintures on the blacktop.
CowbJy felt the air being pusRed out of him
as the speedaneter rose to a hundred. He dared
oot wipe the ~t sliding down his forehead.

Jirrmy stares over the mist and the dust and
the dull concrete. Was this all w:>rth the wait?
He eases his foot to the floor. Maybe rot.
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-Five feet fran the finish line J:imny slanmed his
red Falcon to a halt arrl Ct::JW'aJy in the babyblue '
cadillac careened across the finish line. Werrly
ran over arrl they roth watched the red Falcon
purring in the silent night.
''Vlha.t' s wrong? What happened?" Wendy looked
at Ct::JW'aJy.
"He let me win. The :bastard let me win. But
Why?" Cowl:::oy J.X>inted an accusing finger toward
the Falcon, and screaned into the night, "What
do you want, you dirty stinkin' :tastard? what do
you want:"
SUddenlY' the Falcon's lights went off and only
the dUll sound of its·. engine could be heard.
Then a secorrl later the high beams flashed on
cutting through the dark dusty· night. The engine
roared and screaned louder and louder.
Co't.fi'rx)y· stood wide-eyed, "The son-of-a-bitch is
going to kill us just like he did Beagle arrl
Willie ar:d Mario. He's going to kill us." He
grabbed Werrlv and screamed out "Leave us alone!"
..
The FalcOn roared, its eyes bright with anger.
It stcx:xl rrotionless for only a brief :m::ment, till
the tires caught on the oold concrete, then it
knifed it's waystraight toward the u..o silouettes
before it. Werrly screamed and COwb:Jy· threw her
out of the way. He turned around and held his '
hands over his eys. His l:xx1y tenses waiting for the
impact that never carre. He slowly raroved his
hands fran his eyes and looked around.

E ' ..

~thing.
~thing but

a whisper of the mist settling
low to the road. Cowb::>y looked all around him, but
it VIlaS all gone •••The Faloon••• the cadillac ••• and
Wer:dy.
"The bastard even took Wendy," he whispered to
hlmself-. Then he screamed "YOU BASTARD.' YOU

'TOOK WENDY.

'TOOK WENDY BACK WITH YOU.

MCK•.

Back to Liml:x>."
http://docs.rwu.edu/aldebaran/vol13/iss1/1
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Richard Corbo

Daltin Road •••
As the mist and the dust and the dull
concrete eclned off into the anpty night,
Randy Hiller stood silent for a long time, silent

and alone.
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CONl'RIBU'IDRS

SHARON BARRET'" is a journalienprofesror at the
University of Nhntana.. she has IDrked and
traveled in Latin ~ica arrl l'lrites fiction,
non-fiction, and JX>etry.
BI~l IDrks as a branch mana.ger for a
national steel ccmpany while IDrking on his
poetry and fiction in his free t.i.rre.

CHARLES

JULIE BISBA.ID is a graduat:im.g- senior at
Roger WillIams College in RlDde Island.

The

selected are fran her senior thesis
It Quiet and Quick.

{X)atlS
]X)

CYNI'HIA CAHN is an associate editor of
Palirrlrane Press. Her chapl:x:lOk The Day the

Sun Split was published in 1982 and IDn the

1982

Florida Poetry Chapl:x:lOk Award.

RICHARD CORro graduated fran Roger Williams -COllege
in 1982. He lives at :tx::ne in 'l'orrington where
he is a substitute teacher.
~CHAEL

DAUGHERrY is a Roger Williams--College
student presently traveling in the western
united States.

GERAlD OORSEl' studied at the University of
Maryland and Columbia University. ~brks of his
have aooeared in The Paris Review, Wirrl, and
others. He is rDW with the PUblic 'f.il3rary in
New York.
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'l'fICr.1AS OORSEIT is a physician fran Ea.ltinore.

His p:>etry has appeared in nl.l!'OOrOus-':Literary
journals including Descant, Southern Poetry Review,
and ~t lDre •
IDRIE SELIA FAIRWEATHER is a senior at

Roger Williams College. She will graduate
with a BFA and plans to attend graduate
scb:>ol where she will study teachin:J and practice
her art.
KATHRYN E. FOCSO is a senior at Roger Williams
College graduating with a BFA in studio art.
She vorks ma.in1y in oils and plans to continue
paintin:r and qraphic design.

JOHN FLYNN attends Roger Williams Colleqe.

vrcroRIA GARroN has had

POetry published in
numerous literary ma.gazines airl is currently
vorkinq part-time in a Nevada Veterinary Clinic.
JOHN GERIACH is an Associate Professor of Engli5f!.

at Cleveland State University vmere he teaches
American Literature and fiction writing.
JOHN HIRCHAK has been previously published in
Aldebctran and is currently vorking on his
thesis in Creative Writing at Roger Williams
College. He will be the editor of Aldebctran ' s
14th volume.
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MICHAEL HOOD is writi.rB a 1:;o::)k of :r:x:>etry
from visits to 351 towns and cities in the
state of Massachusetts. He has carq;>leted :p::lE!nS
fran 75% of the state and was published. in
Volume 12 of Aldebaran.
JIM HUSKEY is a graduate student at the
University of Nevada-Rem where he is mrking
on his thesis and teaches '00 -advanced <XIn}'X)sition
classes. He lives in Nevada with his wife
Diana and their four puppies Bear, Turkey,
Bran, and Muffin.
M.R. Ht.J'ICHENSON is mainly fran vlisoonsin.

He
has history degrees fran Lawrence University
and Brown and is currently operating a 1:;o::)kstore.
He teaches a poetry mrkshop at Bradford College
in Massachusetts.
OORlORES KIELAU graduated from Roger Williams
College in 1981 with a B. S. in Marine Biology.
She is currently teachi.n3" in New Jersey.
ffiffi~L.~isa~therfreeperofthree

teenagers wb:::> graduated with a B.S. from South
Dakota University in 1979. She has had over
500 poems publisherl and is currently mrking on
her M.A. in English.
l'!ILLIAT-4 NE'NBERRY lives in Connecticut and has
published over 150 p::>ans in the last 50 years.
JANINE S. PAJ:Xl'7 is a senior at Ra:jer y.lilliams
Colleqe. She will graduate with a BFA and ooIds
an A.S. in Secretarial Science fran Bryant College.
Her 1X>etrv has aopeared in Young America Sin:js I
and Invictus.
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llddress all corresp::)!rlence to:
AIDEBARAN

Roger Williams COllege
Bristol, RI 02809

Fiction, Poetry, and Interviews -welccme
Septenber through April.
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